Mobile sequential recommendation was originally designed to find a promising route for a single taxicab. Directly applying it for multiple taxicabs may cause an excessive overlap of recommended routes. The multi-taxicab recommendation problem is challenging and has been less studied. In this paper, we first formalize a collective mobile sequential recommendation problem based on a classic mathematical model, which characterizes time-varying influence among competing taxicabs. Next, we propose a new evaluation metric for a collection of taxicab routes aimed to minimize the sum of potential travel time. We then develop an efficient algorithm to calculate the metric and design a greedy recommendation method to approximate the solution. Finally, numerical experiments show the superiority of our methods. In trace-driven simulation, the set of routes recommended by our method significantly outperforms those obtained by conventional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In smart cities, the prevalence of wireless sensors and communication infrastructure such as GPS, Wi-Fi and RFID makes large-scale trace data available. This enables us to mine useful knowledge of taxicab transporting systems and passenger patterns. The extracted knowledge in turn assists in designing intelligent strategies to increase taxicab drivers' profit and shorten passengers' waiting time.
In this paper, we study a mobile recommender system, which can provide a set of promising routes for a collection of taxicab drivers. The ultimate target is to systematically reduce the vacant taxicab's cruising time from a global perspective and in a real-time manner. There are some essential problems within the scope of mobile recommender system. One interesting and practical problem is mobile sequential recommendation (MSR) [1] . In MSR, the locations where pick-up events occur are clustered into pick-up points. A route, i.e., a sequence of pick-up points, is to be recommended to a taxicab driver such that his expected cruising distance before having passengers is minimized.
While the route recommendation for a single taxicab has been thoroughly considered [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , how to incorporate the influence among routes of multiple taxicabs and maximize the overall profit still remains challenging.
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Corresponding Author: Zizhen Zhang To this end, some methods have been proposed. In [1] , by maintaining top K routes in a buffer, the recommender system randomly chooses a route for each taxicab in the same area. [6] provided an improved top-K method which considers some correlation among routes. [7] introduced a route assignment mechanism aimed to achieve recommendation fairness for a group of taxicab drivers. [8] firstly formalized a multiuser mobile sequential recommendation problem in which the recommended routes are required to be disjoint.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing study considering the time-varying competition among taxicab drivers and incorporating it into the multi-taxicab recommendation. For this challenge, we construct a more practical and complex MSR problem called collective mobile sequential recommendation (CMSR), which targets at generating multiple interrelated routes for a group of taxicabs.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. Preliminary: MSR Formulation
In literature, a classic MSR problem is described as follows. Let C = {1, 2, ..., N } be a set of central pick-up points and 0 be the initial position of a taxicab. Denote by D(c, c ) the distance between two pick-up points c and c , and P (c) the estimated probability that a pick-up event occurs at a pick-up point c. A route − → R = (c 1 , c 2 , ..., c L ) is a directed sequence generated from a subset of C of length L. Note that the points in − → R are generally different from each other. All possible route sequences of size L constitute a feasible solution space, denoted by R L . The expected cruising distance of a taxicab before picking up customers is recognized as the potential travel distance (PTD), which can be computed as follows:
where − → d is a distance vector and − → p is a probability vector. These vectors are given by:
− → p = (P (c1), P (c1)P (c2), ...,
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In Equation (2), P enalty represents a certain penalty distance of not picking up any passengers along the route. In Equation (3), P (c) = 1 − P (c). The MSR problem is to recommend an optimal driving route − → R ( − → R ∈ R L ) such that the corresponding PTD is minimized.
B. CMSR Formulation
The classic MSR is aimed to recommend a route to each taxicab driver independently. However, in the real world, the recommendation should respond to requests from multiple users, namely, a CMSR problem. Directly applying MSR for each user will lead to excessive overlaps among the recommended routes [8] . To tackle CMSR, we need to consider the influence among taxicabs and recommend routes from a global perspective.
Consider a scenario that passengers arrive at a pick-up point randomly and wait for taxicabs to come. In the concerned time period, the passenger arrival pattern is modeled as a homogeneous Poisson process. Specifically, we can estimate a passenger arrival rate λ c for point c. Let N (t) be the number of passenger arrival events in the time interval [0, t] at point c. Then, the number of arrivals in time interval [t, t + Δ] follows a Poisson distribution as follows:
We assume that passengers waiting at a pick-up point for the upcoming taxicab will not be picked up by the next arrival taxicab. In other words, if a passenger p arrives at time t p and two taxicabs i and j arrive at t i and t j (t p < t i < t j ), then taxicab j cannot pick up passenger p. Therefore, we can reformulate the probability that a taxicab arriving at c picks up passengers after an interval Δ since the last taxicab comes. It can be computed as: (5) Note that if a taxicab is the first one to visit the pick-up point at time t, we have Δ = t. Specially, P (0, Δ) = 0 for any Δ.
As the probability is related to time in CMSR, the distance measurement D(c, c ) is replaced by T (c, c ) to indicate the traveling time between pick-up points c and c . In practice, T (c, c ) can be discretized into an integer, e.g., a second, for ease of computation. Now, consider recommending a collection of K routes of length L to taxicabs at the same area (point 0) and at the same time (time 0). A possible recommendation R is an ordered multiset of routes from
The ordered set is helpful in the following scenario: if two taxicabs − → R i and − → R j (i < j) arrive at a pick-up point at the same time, we assume that the taxicab of − → R i arrives earlier. We use F(R) to denote the sum of potential travel time (PTT) of K routes. The CMSR can be formalized as follows: The computation of F(R) is non-trivial. It is much more complex than computing a single taxicab's PTD in two aspects. First, the pick-up probability varies with the arrival time of taxicabs. Second, the distribution of cruising time of a route is correlated with the others.
An example is shown in Fig 1. Its explanation can be found in online version.
III. METHODOLOGY
In CMSR, the number of possible recommendations is ( N L L!) K , which is exponentially increasing with K and based on the number of all possible routes N L L! in MSR. This combinatorial problem requires extremely high computational resources. To address this challenge, we propose an algorithm based on dynamic programming to efficiently calculate F for a given R. Next, we propose a greedy recommendation algorithm to approximate the solution from a global perspective.
A. Evaluating a Collective Recommendation
We first give a straightforward approach for computing F. By characterizing some useful properties among different recommendations, we can design a more efficient approach.
Consider a recommendation R. Let u = (u 1 , u 2 , ..., u K ) denote its possible outcome, where u k means that the taxicab of − → R k ends up cruising at the u th k pick-up point. In particular, u k = L + 1 indicates that the taxicab fails to pick-up passengers along the whole route. Thus, u k is larger than zero and less than or equal to the length of − → R k plus one. We use U to denote the set of all possible outcomes. Let p(u) and s(u) be the probability that u occurs and the total cruising time of u.
According to the definition, F can be calculated by summing up the PTT of each route. However, because the cruising time of one route is dependent on the outcome of the other routes, we instead compute F by summing up the product of outcome event probability and the total cruising time of u as below:
For ease of composition, we use c k,u and t k,u to denote the u th pick-up point of − → R k and its corresponding arrival time, respectively. Based on the above discussions, we can form several tuples (k, u, c k,u , t k,u ) for a given recommendation R. Note that if u is equal to L + 1, c k,u does not exist, and therefore such kind of tuples are not considered.
Given a certain u, we next consider how to calculate p(u) and s(u). p(u) can be computed by the joint probability that every event occurs. Here, an event is that a taxicab picks up passengers at a pick-up point or not. Because the occurred events are known when u is determined, we can obtain the time intervals between the arrival of adjacent taxicabs. With these time intervals, we can get the probability of each event.
To be more specific, let Δ k,u denote the time interval between the arrival of taxicab k and the last taxicab visiting at c k,u .
We turn to seek the value of Δ k,u for each tuple. Consider a particular pick-up point c. Find all the tuples (k, u, c k,u , t k,u ) with c = c k,u and u ≤ u k (i.e., taxicab k is still cruising when it reaches the u-th pick-up point c). Sort them by the value of t k,u primarily and the value of k secondarily in ascending order. Then we can get an ordered sequence of tuples at point c. If the p th tuple is (k, u, c, t) and the (p − 1) th tuple is (k , u , c, t ), then Δ k,u is equal to t − t . Finally, p(u) and s(u) can be computed as follows:
where I condition is equal to one if the condition holds, and zero otherwise.
1) A Straightforward Approach: It is straightforward that we can compute p(u) and s(u) for each u independently. In this algorithm, we enumerate all possible outcomes and compute the probability and the total cruising time for each u. 2) An Improved Approach: The straightforward approach is not efficient enough. Observing that the computation of different u has a lot of common parts, the overlapping subproblems can be calculated just once and reused multiple times by recursive equations. Therefore, we can design an algorithm based on dynamic programming to accelerate the computation of p(u) and s(u).
Consider a more general scenario where the route lengths of a recommendation are not necessarily the same (but still no greater than L). In the following, we show how different recommendations correlate to the same outcome u. To do so, it is necessary to extend the previous notations. Let p R (u) and s R (u) respectively denote the probability and the total cruising time for recommendation R.
Theorem 1 (SEQUENTIAL EQUATION FOR p) . Let R and R be two recommendations which only differ in the q th route. c 2 , . .., c l−1 ) and the q th route of R is (c 1 , c 2 , ..., c l ). And let t end be the arrival time when the taxicab of − → R q arrives at c l . Assume that t end satisfies the following condition:
In other words, the latest visiting time of c l is t end by the q th route. Other routes either visit c l before t end or not visit c l . Then p R (u) satisfies the following equation:
where i q denotes the vector where all the elements are 0 except that the q th element is 1.
We provide the proof of Theorem 1 in online version.
Theorem 2 (SEQUENTIAL EQUATION FOR s). Under the same condition in Theorem 1, s satisfies the following equation:
The calculation of cruising time is even simpler, so we omit the proof here.
Theorem 1 and 2 characterize the sequential relation of outcomes between two recommendations. Based on sequential equations, we can calculate p and s sequentially for a series of auxiliary recommendations, and finally achieve the evaluation of recommendation R. Specifically, sort all tuples (k, u, c k,u , t k,u ) for R by first t k,u and then k in increasing order. A prefix of sorted tuple sequence forms an auxiliary recommendation. It is obvious that the consecutive recommendations satisfy the condition in Theorem 1. The pseudo code for the improved approach, called a sequential evaluation approach, is presented in Algorithm 1.
B. Seeking a Collective Recommendation
In III-A, we see that the complexity of evaluating a possible recommendation grows exponentially with the number of taxicabs K. Finding an optimal recommendation of CMSR Algorithm 1 A Sequential Evaluation Approach 1: Create two K-dimensional arrays p and s, one-dimensional array l 2: Set initial values of p, s, l as 0 3: Set initial outcome u = (1, 1, ..., 1) 4: p(u) = 1; s(u) = K · P enalty 5: Make tuples (k, u, c k,u , t k,u ) and sort them by t and then k in increasing order 6: for each tuple (k, u, c, t) in order do 7: Create variable last denoting the last visit time of c before taxicab of − → R k arrives at c, initial value is 0 8: for each u satisfies u k = l k + 1 and uj ≤ lj + 1(j = k) do 9:
Update last 10: is even challenging. Note that powerful heuristic approaches such as tabu search and genetic algorithm for combinatorial problems are not suitable for CMSR, as search operators would perform a lot of times and involve many recommendation evaluations. In order to solve the problem within a reasonable time, we propose a greedy algorithm to approximate the optimal solution. The basic idea is as follows. If we want to append a pick-up point to the end of an incomplete route with its length smaller than L, we can find the best choice by enumerating and evaluating all the combinations of the pickup points and routes. In this way, by adding pick-up points iteratively, we can finally obtain a feasible recommendation.
The proposed greedy recommendation approach is shown in Algorithm 2, which is a concise framework. In line 8, it generates one candidate recommendation by appending one pick-up point to one route. Note that the candidate recommendation and its previous recommendation do not need to satisfy the condition in Theorem 1 and 2. In line 9, it evaluates a new recommendation by simply calling Algorithm 1. The algorithm terminates when all the routes are of length L.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
a) Real-world Data: We adopt taxicab traces data set which is provided by Exploratorium -the museum of science, art and human perception [9] . The data set contains GPS records of 514 taxi drivers collected during 24 days in San Francisco Bay Area. Each record has four attributes: longitude, latitude, occupancy and timestamp. Based on historical data, we can extract a class of pick-up events. In the data processing, we extract records within the time period 6:00 PM-6:30 PM and find pick-up events within this time period to generate some clusters (by using the DBSCAN method). Subsequently, for each cluster c, we calculate the time intervals between two
Algorithm 2 Greedy Recommendation for CMSR
Require: A set of pick-up points C, a probability set P, initial position, the length L, the travel time matrix T and the number of taxicabs K Ensure: 4: for j = 1 to K do 5: if length of − → Rj is less than L then 6:
Let R be the candidate recommendation that i is appended to − → R j 9:
Evaluate R 10:
if F(R ) < min then 
consecutive events and get an interval set {t j }. We adopt an unbiased estimation for passenger arrival rate λ c as follows:
Afterwards, we represent pick-up points with centroids of clusters and use Google Map API to calculate the driving time between them. The start point 0 for taxicabs is selected randomly on Google Map. In order to utilize trajectories comprehensively, we use cross-validation. Specifically, for each day, we use the other 23 days' data to estimate passenger arrival rates for pick-up points so that we can get 24 CMSR instances in total. b) Parameter Setting: The maximum route length L is set to 5, the same as [1] , which can restrict the maximum cruising time of driving route into a reasonable range. Due to an explosive increase of computation time, the maximum value of K is set to 8. P enalty is set as an average value of traveling time matrix T , i.e. 764.3 seconds. c) Compared Methods: In III, we introduce several algorithms under different scenarios, which are summarized in Table I . GR is our proposed method. Top-K recommendation is a scheme that recommends top K routes with the minimum PTT to K drivers but not considering the influence among routes. LB is calculated by multiplying K and the minimum PTT. RAN is a random approach. It does not help reduce the cruising time for taxicabs but can balance the distribution of routes inherently. LCP method is introduced in [1] to solve MSR with a length constraint given pick-up probabilities. It uses a Round-Robin method to assign several best routes (5 routes in their paper) to taxicabs. We compare this method with ours in simulation. SA and SE are subroutines for evaluating a given recommendation.
d) A Comparison of the Sum of PTT:
We conduct experiments on real-world data sets where N is 25. Since LCP is not invented for CMSR, it is excluded from this part of experiments. The results are shown in Figure 2 (a). As we can see, GR outperforms RAN and Top-K with a significant margin and is within a reasonable range from lower bound. On average, GR can find a recommendation with a smaller sum of PTT than RAN and Top-K by 22.4% and 38.8%, respectively. Its average solution gap with respect to LB is 61.8%. e) Trace-driven Simulation: To compare the performance in practice, we replay pick-up events in dataset and simulate that taxicabs cruises along the route. We show the sum of cruising time and the number of picked up passengers for K taxicabs in Figure 2 (b) and 2(c), respectively. GR performs much better than RAN, Top-K and LCP. In addition, the sum of cruising time of GR increases less intensely by K than that of other methods.
f) A Comparison of Running Time for Two Evaluation Methods: Either SE or SA can be integrated into GR to evaluate a recommendation. To show the efficiency of SE compared with SA, we conduct several experiments on some synthetic data with different combinations of N , K and L.
The results are reported in Table II . It clearly shows that SE is about one order of magnitude faster than SA.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we propose CMSR incorporating time-varying pick-up probabilities aimed at recommendation for multiple taxicabs. Besides introducing sum of PTT as a metric, we propose an efficient computation method for this. Finally, we give a greedy approach to find recommendations and show its superiority on real-world dataset.
